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Expert Oracle Exadata (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2011

	Throughout history, advances in technology have come in spurts. A single great idea can often spur rapid change as the idea takes hold and is propagated, often in totally unexpected directions. Exadata embodies such a change in how we think about and manage relational databases. The key change lies in the concept of offloading SQL processing...
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UNIX & Shell ProgrammingOxford University Press, 2014

	Beginning with the description of operating system in general the book discusses features that made Unix the most suitable operating system of its time. An overview of file management in Unix and commonly used Unix commands is then provided. Further, it delves into the detailed description of file system and compression techniques, processes...
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Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2007
Accelerate and Simplify Ajax Development with Google Web Toolkit



Get the edge you need to deliver exceptional user experiences with Google™ Web Toolkit Applications, a guidebook that provides web developers with core information and...
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The MPEG-21 BookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Understand the MPEG-21 Multimedia Framework, the standard for the creation, delivery and consumption of multimedia.
    This text is the comprehensive guide to MPEG-21, the technology that provides an open framework for multimedia applications. Whereas previous MPEG standards defined compression techniques, MPEG-21...
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Formulation tools for Pharmaceutical Development (Woodhead Publishing Series in Biomedicine)Woodhead Publishing, 2013

	A range of new and innovative tools used for preformulation and formulation of medicines help optimize pharmaceutical development projects. Such tools also assist with the performance evaluation of the pharmaceutical process, allowing any potential gaps to be identified. These tools can be applied in both basic research and industrial...
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The H.264 Advanced Video Compression StandardJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	H.264 Advanced Video Coding or MPEG-4 Part 10 is fundamental to a growing range of markets such as high definition broadcasting, internet video sharing, mobile video and digital surveillance. This book reflects the growing importance and implementation of H.264 video technology. Offering a detailed overview of the system, it explains the...
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Error Correcting Coding and Security for Data Networks: Analysis of the Superchannel ConceptJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
"…a comprehensive view of error coding theory and explores its use and implementation at all network layers…"
 (Computing Reviews.com, February 1, 2006)     

This book provides a systematic approach to the problems involved in the application of error-correcting codes in data networks.
...
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Professional Website Performance: Optimizing the Front-End and Back-EndWrox Press, 2012

	THE PAST DECADE has seen an increased interest in website performance, with businesses of all sizes realizing that even modest changes in page loading times can have a signifi cant effect on their profi ts. The move toward a faster web has been driven largely by Yahoo! and Google, which have both carried out extensive research on the subject...
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Approximation Theory: From Taylor Polynomials to Wavelets (Applied and Numerical Harmonic Analysis)Birkhauser, 2005

	This concisely written book gives an elementary introduction to a classical area of mathematics – approximation theory – in a way that naturally leads to the modern field of wavelets.  The exposition, driven by ideas rather than technical details and proofs, demonstrates the dynamic nature of mathematics and the...
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The Burrows-Wheeler Transform: Data Compression, Suffix Arrays, and Pattern MatchingSpringer, 2008
The Burrows-Wheeler Transform is a text transformation scheme that has found applications in different aspects of the data explosion problem, from data compression to index structures and search. The BWT belongs to a new class of compression algorithms, distinguished by its ability to perform compression by sorted contexts. More recently, the BWT...
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Microsoft Press Computer Dictionary, 4th EditionMicrosoft Press, 1999
A comprehensive dictionary for people who work with microcomputers but aren't computer professionals. Some 5,000 entries define both basic and more advanced terms, and include phonetic pronunciations where appropriate. Some definitions are accompanied by drawings, diagrams, or other graphics. Annotation copyright Book News, Inc. Portland, Or....
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Producing 24p Video: Covers the Canon XL2 and the Panasonic DVX-100aCMP Books, 2005
Producing 24pP Video demystifies the emerging standards of film and video production and discusses the 24p video film format to help novice and experienced filmmakers alike learn how to better use the newly available DV cameras. Since the 24p frame rate closely approximates the look and feel of film, it is the speed of choice whenever a...
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